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I.    INTRODUCTION 

Organisation and attendane« 

1. Ihr Expert Oroup Keating or   Industrialization in Halation to 

Integrated Rural Development organizad by UNIDO was held in Vienna from 

12 to 15 December 1977 

2. The meeting was attended by 23 axperta.    The participante came 

from developed and developing countrieB and from international organ i eat i one. 

UNIDO etaff aleo participated.    All those attending the expart group 

«eating did ao in their individual capacity and not aa represantativea of 

governmenta, organisations or institutions.    A list of participante ie 

givan in document No.  ID/WO.257/17.Rev. 1. 

3. Mr.  Parian Carré",  Director (ad interim) of the International Centre 

for Industrial Studia«, speaking on behalf of the Executive  Director of 

tJNiDO, welcomed the participante.    Kr.  Cyril Bright (Liberia) and 

Mr. Presenta K. Daa (India) were elected Chairman and Vice-chairman 

raepectively.    Mr.  Martin Hogg (United Kingdom) was elected Rapporteur. 

4. The provisional agenda and work programme (document No. 

ID/WO.257/16) wera adopted.    A list of documents preaented to the meeting 

ia provided as document No. ID/WO.257/21. 

Opening addressee 

5. Opening addressee were given by Mr. Farla* Carré,  Director (ad 

interim), UNIDO International Cantre for Induetrial Studios,  Mr. S.  Nanjundan, 

Head, Rsgional and Country Studies Section, International Cantra for Industrial 

Studies, and Mr. Cyril Bright (Chairman).    The main points of these addresses 

ara aumaarised below.    Mr. J.E.  Cabrera of the Regional and Country Studies 

Saction made a brief statement on the organization of the «eating. 

6. It is widely recognized that industrialization can be a dynamic 

forca capable of initiating & process of se If-generating development in the 

developing countriea.    Industrialization on a significant seals hae indeed 

taken place in a number of developing countries and a wide range of 

manufactured goods has become available from local production.    However, 
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while efforts to industrialise in BOM developing countries have led to 

encouraging results, large segmentH of their rural populations have 

benefited little if at all    from the progress achieved. 

7. The pattern of industrial growth in developing countries has 

tended to benefit only a small part of the population, often those living 

in urban rather than rural areas.    This has resulted in a product mix 

largely oriented towards urban consumption needs and has distorted the 

distribution of income and employment opportunities.    Thus a re-orientation 

in the nature and pattern of industrial development is required so as to 

fulfill the aspirations and needs of the majority of the population of 

developing countries, and in particular those of the poorer sections of 

the population.    This calls for Increased efforts to develop industry in 

rural areas on a greater seals than heretofore. 

8. There is a growing recognition that rural development le a multi- 

sectoral process which must, in time, encompass all sectors of social 

and economic activity.    Nevertheless, while it is readily recognised that 

industrialisation can make a significant contribution towards rural 

development, in fact industrialisation programmes havs so far been given 

little emphasis in development plans for rural areas in developing 
countriee. 

9. The lini ted Natione system, through the ACC Inter-Agency Task 

Force on Rural Development of which (TJili-n is a member, hat been endeavouring 

to assist developing countries in promoting Integrated rural development 

programmes.    It is felt that industrialisation should indeed be an 

important component of such programmée.    However, it is recognised that 

for industrialisation to play an affective role in these programmes, a 

clearer understanding is needed of its specific contribution in terms of 

the increase of production and productivity, the utilisation of raw 

materials and ekillB, the provision of employment opportunities and 

raising of rural incomes, the production of basio needs and the strengthening 

of linkages with other sectors of the economy.    Moreover, clear guldelinee 

are needed on how this contribution can be orgsnitsd most effsctivsly at 

the national and operational levels of decision making, specifically in 
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tsn» of planning, design, co-ordination and execution of prográmales of 

rural industrialisation. 

10. 1MB export group mooting, tho first of its kind to discuss 

problSM of industrialisation in rtlation to integrated rural develop- 

•ant, was organissd to próvido guidslints on tho above questions, 

lhese wars intended not only for UNIDO, but for national authorities as 

wsll as othsv agencies of the United Nations system, so that thsy might 

help formulate and implement effective integrated programmes to accelerate 

the development of rural areas. 
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II.     nONCt/JSTOlíS 

11. The conclusions of  the expert group meeting were finalized and 

adopted at the last session on  1S December 197?.     They are given in the 

following paragraphe. 

THE ROLE OP INDUSTRIALIZATION IN INTElRATBn RURAL  DEVELOPMENT 

12. The group of experte agreed that there was a need for rural 

industrialization in developing countries, both to provid» additional 

employment opportunities and tc help provide bacie needs for the rural 

population.     Because of the nature of rural development problems,  the 

meeting accepted that new approaches and new mechanisms to facilitate 

industrial  development in rural  areas would be required.    Some cf the 

established techniques of industrial promotion would need to be re-examined 

and perhapB adapted to meet the requirements of rural  industrialization. 

13. The group of experts agreed that the nature and pattern of 

industrial development must become more relevant to the aspirations, 

needs and capabilities of the majority of the populations of developing 

countries.    However, there could be no single,  global solution to the 

problem of how to bring about  the development  of industries in rural 

areas, because of different political,  social,  cultural and economic 

backgrounds.    Whereas it was felt that a more direct approach to rural 

development was e3sential wherever poverty wi: 'ernie, policy measures 

and instruments designed to encourage rural  industrialization would have 

to be specific to individual countries.    They would also need to be 

sufficiently flexible to adjust to the diversity of rural areas and of 

communities within those countries. 

14. In view of the scale and complexity of the task of developing 

rural areas,  the group of experts agreed that a strong and continuing 

national and political commitment to rural development policies is 

essential prior to proceeding with specific proeprammes or projects.     A 

flow of resources  (both in terms of finance and manpower) in support of 

these policies in adequate volume and sufficient quality waB thought to 
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be the most reliable Indicator of such a commitment.    The «tira process 

should bt ona of total mobiliaation of the available resources. 

15. Since agricultural activities are predominant in the rural economy 

end provide a mean« of livelihood for a majority üf the population, it was 

acoepted that agriculture would often be the starting point for rural 

developmentj in euch circumstancss rural industrialisation would then 

have a minlr supportive role.    An early step towards rural industrialisa- 

tion would be to strengthen the linkage between the two sectors at the 

polioy, planning, programme and project lévele.    AB agricultural develop- 

ment advanced however, the industrial sector would become increasingly 
important and would need to be dealt with separately. 

16. It was recognised that though rural development is a multi- 

soctoral concept, rural development programmes so far have given attention 

largely to the agricultural «actor and to the provision of certain elements 

of social servi oes, e.g. education and health,    lhis has in most cases 

resulted in some general improvements.     However, further development of 

the escultural sector is already constrained in some countries by the 

lac!: of additional acreage for cultivation.    Moreover, the objective of 

raising production and incomsB from this sector requires increased 

aerarle yields and increasad labour productivity.    Thus the labour- 

absorptive capacity of agriculture seemc to be limited in many developing 
countrien. 

17. Under these circumstances the expert group felt that it was 

important to consider the pronotion of a larger variety of productive 

activities in rural areas, if development is to be carried to where people 

aro, rather than encourage further massive rural-urban migratory movements 

with thMr concomitant social problems.    The greatest opportunities for 

this multi-sectoral effort seem to lie mostly in the non-farm group of 

activities consisting of manufacturing (both "traditional" and "modern"), 

repair end maintenance, construction, and  the tertiary sector. 

18. If rural industrial development ia pursued in the abov» context, 

the expert group fait that it would generate substantial opportunitiss for 

productive employment and augmentation of rural incomes and there would be 

greater prospecte of success as most of the activities would be mutually 
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oupportive.     Moreover, mont  or all of these activities would also 

contribute  to further development and strengthening of the agricultural 
sector. 

19. The expert group agreed  that r>ral   industrialization Rhould be 

taken to  include both aUcmptu at a dinpersal  of industries from major 

cities,   through relocation and redeployment of established capacity  into 

t.:ore rural   areas,  and industrial  activity based on rural  resources and 

meeting rural  needB. 

?0. The group of experts recognized that  the formulation of policies 

and programmes for rural  industrializatien had  to incorporate a much 

/greater decree of involvement  and participation of the people,   in order 

to be effective.    What is  required of development spenni es and  "change 

agents"» is to  liberate and net constrain the  initiatives,  energies, 

knowledge and ski 11B of the ruraï  people in order to develop the resources 

of the rural  areas and widen the horizons of the rural people.     At  the 

same time it was recognised  that   the limited absorptive capacity of 

external  inputs by many rural  groups and their difficili ties in providing 

the necessary local inDuts and multipliera for industrial  development would 

recniire special  assistance to enable them to participate effectively. 

?1. 'flic group of experts took note of a number of instances where 

sectoral  prolamines had been  successful  in contributing to rural 

industrialization, especially where these were vertically integrated and 

utilised   local   raw matonaia,  knowledge and  skills.    This evidence  tended 

to surest  that, not only had  rural  industrialization an important 

contribution  to make, bi.t  in  certain circumstances it might well  serve as 

an "entry point"  to initiate rural  development, on a broader front. 

?2. Rural   industrial  development programmes need to be integrated at 

the horizontal   level with national  rural  development programmes,  and at 

the vertical   level with national  industrial  development programmes.     In 

terms of planning, regional  and/or area planning techniques are thought 

likely to help achieve integration, as most  rural  industrialization 

programmes were  likely to be organized on the basis of geographic areas 

•Change agente within the context of industrial activity are many and 
varied,  and are an yet imperfectly understood.     They may be institutions 
or individuals,   ideas or techniques and be either internal  or external  to 
a particular industrial  situation.    :3ome are more amenable to control  than 
others, while some may have negative effects. 
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or localities.    At the project level whatever effective means of 

participation was adopted would have similar results.    Spatial planning 

related to integrated rural development programmes can play & significant 

role in ensuring the provision of rural  infrastructure and facilitating 

rural industrialization programmes. 

23. The group of exparts agroed that the starting point for rural 

industrialization in any particular country would have to be the level of 

common knowledge and understanding of industrial organisation and 

technology of the rural aroas in that country.    This would require a much 

greater awareness than was co.-wnon now among agencies and "change agents" 

of local recources and skills as well as their potential contribution.    In 

some countries there was been increasing emphasis on self-sufficiency 

even at the village level.    It was considered however that there were 

limits to a strategy of industrial «elf-sufficiency at the village level and 

that some specialization was desirable. 

24. The group of experts agreed that the rural poor should be the main 

beneficiaries of rural industrialization.    It was suggested however that 

only a relatively small proportion would benefit directly through additional 

employment and higher incomes; a larger proportion would benefit indirectly. 

Fbr the purpose of fulfilling key roles, such as those of the entrepreneurs 

in specific rural industrial projects,  target groups of rural industrialisa- 

tion programmes might well differ fro.n those normally now associated with 

rural development projects, i.e.  the underempioyeä and the unemployed. 

It would be particularly important however to create sufficient opportunitie« 

for all tho3e with an entrepreneurial inclination to put their abilities 

to the test raid to provide continuing support for those proven successful. 

25. Because of différences in local factor endowments, it was recognized 

that while a more widerpread distribution of industry wr.ß possible, an even 

pattern of development as between rural and urban areas or between rural 

areas mey not be feasibio.    Industrial activities were sensitive to 

centering tendencies within developing economies and to infrastructural 

constraints.    Concentrations of industrial activity were to ,be expected 

and encouraged withi;¡ growth centras, such as market towns and administrativ« 
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centres, and these would contribute to the development of surrounding 

rural areas.    Fbr this reason the expert croup agreed that for the purposes 

of rural industrialization,  a functional concept of the rural milieu 

(to include rural  towns» should be adopted. 

26. Considering the facr«  that pro#raranes of rural  industrialization 

within the context of rural  development were fairly new,  the expert /croup 

felt that there wa3 considerable need for experimentation and research 

on alternative approaches, methodolo,ey and concepts.    Case studies of 

successful experiences of industry being-employed as an  "entry point"* 

into integrated rural development programmes were felt to be particularly 

relevant in this connexion. 

STRATEGY AND POLICY OPTIONS 

27. Tt was noted that there was widespread interest in rural develop- 

ment within developing countries and within democracies the pressure of the 

rural vote on governments to better their interests is such as to precipitate 

further moves towards greater equality,    ftven a strong commitment to rural 

development  by national  governments, detailed involvement in the processes 

c" rural development  by those governments was thought by the ffroup of 

experts to be inevitable;  the question remained as to what form it would 

take.    Ttoe preater the bureaucratic intervention,  the greater the risk of 

delay, duplication and dissipation of effort that might follow. 

28. The fcroup of experte  agreed that no single series of policies could 

be drawn up to meet the neeas of all rurai areas.     Each country must design 

and construct its own btrategy,  preferably with plenty of opportunities for 

the trial of new approaches,  according to its own objectives and the means 

at its disposal.    It was felt that the established  conventional approach 

should be modified where necessary and supplemented by a "ffrass roots" 

process of rural development.     In order words it was felt that there was 

room within rural industrialization stratèges for both tcp-down and 

bottom-up approaches,  and that these shoui-* be complementary. 

•Ehtry points may best be thought of an opportunities for investment in 
productive activities which themselves both contribute directly to 
development and serve as catalysts for further development in related 
sectors. 
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29. Soné of th« trcTflicd  cud dicconttnuiticg within developing 

societies, such »a thou«> oe-ivcrr. urb.ji «¡>d rural cultures and those 

between eli*« groapr end •'he .r.^aaoo, hod to '00 fa&ad and ov«roome in 

designing atrrtogier fo*- T-AM.1 5 m-ìatri-ìi -.ftticn.    Flexibility end 

adaptability will ta g;.c.4.-Ul oaarr.j ieri sui CJ of any auch policy mix. 

The attitudes of tho Vurcrvinricy und. the ulitsn often prevent great depth 

of understanding of the rural yitv.tio« by the ¿acision-takcrs, a situât io» 

which is compounded by ïb:. orarci ty if practical e^orienco which ia 

directly relevant to nr.nl probi r ^3. 

30. The export grrur» r~rc9d tht.t oonetderaM« effort would be required 

to identify end urrrvel th- sompU-dtiee of rurrJ  economies and that close 

attention should N» paid to t'"5 nvü people»B dopth of understanding of 

their own noedn.    r<"ir^t r^p«i thonoolvjs will often have important 

insight into the nr.turo of local difficulties pd constraints, although 

they may need »nsisL^co in f.ioir solution, 

31. She gvoup of c-pj? a rscof, íiaed thr.t strategies for rural develop- 

ment need to te>o tito accrut th« mietane?» of various oub-groupa and 

different categorlrm with»»; the r-ral poor, vho not only possess dormant 

knowledge, renour•-« CTA f.>i)l.o. but alao hove different types of 

dependency re Irti ont hi .is ti. thin V.n rural comuni tiee.    These would 

require different j ro¿r£:r-.tui '-:v\ different approaches.    It was suggested 

that within policios ft»* -varal * austri-üicat< on, not only the need for 

full-time jobc should ti. eenrtder-' cvt fjfo the need for part-time and 

seasonal employ-son'».    It «n** nl¿o üugfpctcó tha'¿ »Ivon the relatively 

long pay-off période for r..;i irvoctrrcütn md training, attention ahould 

bo primarily focunod :.n i;.- , oodu of tue young Pterin/» the labour force. 

32. The grovp or «r:rt: felt 'hat for the design of rural industri ali tac- 

tion programmes, CO.í»1C>í ática cihn  id lo ¿iven te admnietrative boundaries 

to facilitate .-•elatior.^.ir'i "iih exiting nc\\ government structures and 

the uae of existing bornio -, vnt -<t*tittioB.    ihe group of experte aleo felt 

that tho operation of  r.;h ;>rojrrrr,?p vould often be moot appropriately 

carried out at a Miprndiatrict, Is-.-»!, 

33. The expert group «¿Jì\e¿ thn*  ther*. WTH tvo distinct components of 

rural industri al iíatton ¿i:x.iffrr\-'.n /or which aomawhat different strategies 



are renn rod within an ovoral I   national   strategy  for industrial devolop- 

ment.     Iheae  two componente, comprine: 

a      the distinctly  "viìiapc" typo of activity related  to local 
resources and   initiativen  find  consisting lar^l.y of email 
enterpriBOH  in  the craft,   n*»j vice-type and  "pre-induntrial " 
act, ivi tien; 

b)     the mere organized  enterprises,  often of the   factory  type, 
serving wider markets and perhaps requiring resources external 
to the   local   community. 

'Ihe former type are most  likely to be  influenced by "bottom-up" strategies. 

The expert .-roup utrnnpl/ felt  however that both componente are ne^esnary 

insediente of rural   industrialization,   and that  smaller <>n terprineo and 

handicraft« aJone would  rarely he sufficient  to catalyse  rural  development. 

V1. 'Ihn  /roup of expertu felt   t.hut  one beprinriin^ to  the  processes of 

rural   industrialization  may be  found   in poi i ciPC   for di spemi rf further 

industrial development and  rrowth away  from exuitin?» laiv^e  concentration!! 

of industry  in major metropolitan centres. 

i>L). r!he expert (Toun  felt  that wilhin simpler   types of  industrial 

activity,  greater emphasis should be o laced on eelf-reli ance and freedom 

to find appropriate answers to  local   nroblemn   f.hnn on standard schemes or 

projects.     The meetinr agreed  that oven in the case of more organized 

enterprises,   care should  be taken  to ensure that  experta  should he 

practically oriented and  chou id  integrate with  the  local   people BO as  to 

brinp: out  their ski 1 Ir and  capabi ) i tier,. 

*>b. 'ihe expert proup agreed  that early attention in an  industrial 

ctrate^y should  be fiven to removing physical  infraatructural  constraints 

for rural  enterprines as wej i a." providing critical   inputo  and training. 

Since  the effective priority  to  be ^iven to structural development, both 

physical  and  institutional,   in often determined  by the volume of fundo 

available,   increased resources  should  be made available  for   thin purpose. 

37. Ihe expert ^roup concluded  that  the choice of production technology 

for rural  enterprises was neither simple nor rarely at prenant a genuine 

choice.     All   too often no more   labour-intnnoive  alternatives were available 

in  the rural   areas.     Tovemmentu could   increase  the  raw©  of choice by 

promoting an examination of existing  technologies used in   other oectoro 
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of the economy and in other devoioping countries and by encouraging 

processes of adaptation and Jissemination.     The croup of expert» suggested 

that the level of technology to  c? used should be determined by a country»s 

real or potential  machina-building capability, aa well as the ability of 

rural enterprises to absorb fresh technology. 

38. Ihe issue of projection is often important to the  survival of 

traditional craft or "artisan-type" industries which frequently suffer 

from a lack of ability to adjuct, to competition and changes in demand. 

There was a strong coroni tment among some members of the expert group to 

the view that the progress of many traditional industries had been held 

back by various extemtü aid internal constraints and that their potential 

contribution to rural development was considerable.    Concern was expressed 

at their resistance to changes in production techniques and methods of 

business organization.    However it was recognized that many traditional 

enterprises did have a significant role to play at least  in the shorter term. 

39. The expert group wrs agreed that new rural industrial enterprises 

whether smaller or  larger scale would navi both direct and indirect 

benefits to contribute to rural development.    Some more sophisticated 

activities however were recognized as being: much more difficult to plan 

and launch than others; they required much greater insight into the workings 

of the rural economy and local  markets.    Such projects required the most 

thorough feasibility etudiea.     ihe value of feasibility studies as a whole 

waa questioned by some because of their arbitrariness and complexity.     The 

challenge of marrying local with imported know-how was put forward as a 

major target for evolving more  appropriate planning and evaluation techniques 

for rural projects. 

RURAL INDUSTRIALI 7.ATI ON PROGRAMMES 

40. Two factors give rise to the determination of product priorities 

within rural industrialization programmes:     selective oromotion and 

constraints on the  available resources.    The  chief criterion for fixing 

priorities is known demand.    It was recognized that demand can be influenced 

in many ways.    In poverty-oriented programmes governments  can play a major 

role in influencing demand in favour of target groups, especially in order 



to provide for basic need3 end to bring about a gradual improvement in 

the quality of rural life.    The first priority category for rural 

industrialization iß likely in most countries to be the production of 

agricultural inputs,  i.e.  industrial enterprises with forward linkages 

with agriculture.    iSecond i3 the provision of consumer products and 

services to rural communities.    'Ihese are particularly important because 

they are highly labour absorptive, offering ease of entry and with a 

relatively low entrepreneurial requirement.    A third category is the 

processing of agricultural produce both for local and regional markets; 

while the last, consisting of building materials, minerals processing, 

artistic crafts rnd ncn-rure.l re «ou roo -bane d industries, tends to be 

governed by competitive condition? in regional/national /international 

markets. 

41. The establishment end growth of industrial enterprises in rural 

areas is primarily conditioned by the availability of entrepreneurial 

skills,   the availability of credit and the removal of infrastructural 

contraints,    lite nature of rural eatarpriges in terms of scale of production 

activity and the production technology employed is largely influenced by 

these primary factoro,  these being closely interlinked.    Government assistance 

to rural enterpriser! therefore has to be tailored to take these relationships 

into account as well as the form of aocial organization of production.    In 

many rural areas standard packages of assistance are likely to fail because 

of their being inappropriate to local needs.    Most forms of industrial 

activity require managerial qualities of flexibility and sensitivity to 

changes in demand, which have io be developed through experience.    Such 

qualities can often be identified in rural areas in emergent entre- 

preneurship in com-'ircial ¿uid servico-type activities. 

42. The group of experts felt that in respect of a rural industrialisa- 

tion programme, options nhouid be kept open for all sizes and all 

technological levels of industrial enterpries.    In some situations even 

fairly sophisticated plants and technologies have helped to influence the 

outlook and horizons of rural people.    Some examples of technological 

change being a catalyst for rural development, both in terms of creating 

employment opportunities and precipitating social change, were given to 
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the pTOup.     It was al«o recognized that nir.e and  te^hiiolory of enterprises 

have relationnhipe with different  nlses of settlement within   the rural- 

urban continuum and with  the  linkage which aris« from national  ani 

regional industrial planning. 

'li. In so far aa tfovernwintr:  nan influence the choice« of  technology 

made by industrial enterprises,   the ^roup of experte felt  that preference 

should be £iven to  those technologie« where adaptability to  local skills 

and use of local resources are  taken >nto account,    «ere imitation of 

imported    schemes and standard projects» were not thought to he deeirable 

and were considered  likely tc bo counterproductive to rural development. 

4/J. FtecojmUion Bhould be £iven by /rovemmento and agencies to existing 

industrial or pre-tndustrial structure« and organizations m rural areas 

and the positive and/or negative rolee which they play in development.    In 

some cases, where such organisations have been found to be exploitative 

»n nature, major changes may have to be brought about to en ab ì e rural 

people to benefit more directly  from the product of their effort.    The 

criteria for selection of a preferred form of productive organization for 

a narticular activity should be  that of facilitating the moat  effective 

participation by key members or groups of members of rural   commun i ties. 

41,. The expert, rroup concluded  that there had been a tendency in many 

countries not  to recognize the merits of more co-operative  forms of 

orvanisintf production.    Their reliance on Belf-help and   the privile*^ of 

ncale which they confer especially in the production of items for the 

satisfaction of basic needs and in service industries commonly required 

by rural communities were  thought  to be particularly important.     It was 

recognized that such rr-operative formB of production were most effective 

when the initiative and drive for their establishment came  from below. 

Pre-cooperativo forms of organisation could be considered appropriate for 
some rural  situation«. 

44. ¡he group of experts noted that lar^r and more sophisticated 

production unite, whether private,  public or collective,   tended to become 

more autonomous and sometimes predominant within a local  rurrd   economy. 

It was felt important that 3tepe should be taken to ensure that they remain 
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a force for effective employment for as large a proportion of the local 

community ao paiole, provided they do not overwhelm all other forme of 
entrepreneurial activity. 

47. ftecau-e of the limited experi nee available BO far in regard to 

appropriate forme of industrial organizations and a wide variety of options 

which are available, it was felt by the ¿rroup of expert« that a flexible 

and operational approach to experimenting with different types of industrial 

organisation should be adopted.    In this connexion, the development of self- 

help forms cf organization based on the role of people,  knowledge and 

resources of the area was felt to be relevant. 

48. 7he expert group agreed that rural  industrialization programmes should 

bo organized to ensure the eupply of key inputs to rural  industries and to 

attempt  to make «ood the mu.ior deficiencies of the rural resource base. 

It was reocgnized that the effective dispersal of industrial development 

within rural  areas could only come about through a combination of the 

•stabliehment and growth of new industrial  capacity within rural areas and 

to the extent posBible the relocation or redeployment of existing capacity 

from major urban centres of production. 

4'». The expert group agreed that appropriate measures would have to be 

taken to promote and catalyze additional  investment in rural  industrial 

activities.    Many nf!W or expanding rural enterprises would require a 

comprehensive package of measures of assistance desired to improve their 

business conditions and environment, as well as ensure the supply of 

essential  inputs.    Ins role of an extension service would be particularly 

important in this regard and the «roup of experts stressed the value of a 

ample point of contact with the range of official bodies concerned for an 

entrepreneur,    ihe problems of inadequate market intelligence and of 

marketing for all categories of rural enterprises were identified by the 

expert «roup as deserving of special assistance from development agencies 

and international organizations. 

50. -me group or experts recognized that different sizes and types of 

industrial enterprises required different kinds of assistance.    While 

larger, more sophisticated enterprises respond to fiscal measures, simpler 
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smaller enterprises tend to be responsive to more direct forms of assistance. 

Per example, a special approach will be required to promote and assist the 

development of the handicraft sector to improve access to markets - 

especially export markets - and to facilitate the supply of raw materials 
and credit. 

51. The expert group agreed that because most rural enterprises were 

imitators - not innovators - appropriate measures were required to develop 

new products and production technologies in order to contribute to their 

viability over the long term. 

52. The expert group emphasized the importance of effective and 

appropriate development and training for entrepreneurs, managers, super- 

visors and workers in rural industries and for those officials whose task 

it is to aBsisi them.    The need for craft apprenticeships, on-the job 

training and the acquisition cf practical experience was strongly urged. 

53. In respect of opportunities which lend themselves to industrial 

or pre-indiiotrial forms of activity,  the catalytic role of "change agents" 

stimulating and faci li tuting the development of rural industries was 

accepted by the meeting as a critical aspect of government influence. 

While the selection, motivation and training of such "change agents" were 

thought to be crucial to their succeea, further studies on their role in 

procesr.es of rural industrialization are neceaaary.    The decentralisation 

of decision-taking on the disbursement of assistance and the ready 

availability of specialist skills were seen to be the most important 

aspects of the support to be given to such "chance agents'. 

54. The expert group agreed on the need for the effective vertical and 

horizontal   co-ordination at all  levels of sectoral institutions affecting 

the nature and pattern of industrial development in rural areas in terms of 

the setting of objectives, planning and implementation of rural industrialisa- 

tion strategies and programmes. 

55. The expert group agreed that as a starting point more effective use 

could be made of existing institutions to develop rural industries.    This 

would involve major changes in attitudes and methods of operation as well as 

the extension of their activities into rural areas.    Supporting institutions 
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muet be able to respond efficiently to initiatives and opportunities 

identified by "charijçe agente" end their onarations »mist be decentralized 

accordingly. 

56. The group of experts «greed 01 the need for a continuing evaluation 

of the progress of rural industrialization for a more effective implementa- 

tion of the programme.    Ther» chould bo built-in evaluation scheme« within 

the lar'gtr products. 

57. Ttoe croup of exports concludod that the most rapid development of 

industrial estiviti as in rural  arena could orly come about if enterprising 

groupa and individuals were encoui-a^d end genuinely assisted by the 

institutional machinery to help thenselvva to achieve more efficient and 

mere appropriate forma of production.    Tat wider the opportunities for 

tsuch groups wid individuals to test and refino their skills, and the 

greater the means at ttwir disposal, tho nom significant would be the 

contribution of rural industrias to ecorrMc development as a whole. 
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III.    PROPOSALS POR FOLLOW-UP Mil) FURTHER ACTION 

58.        During the course of the meeting a number of suggestions were made 

M to how UNIDO and other agencies might assist  the procese of rural 

industrialization in developing countries.    These suggestions for follow-up 

and further action,  given below, are not framed as specific recommendations. 

Rather priority has been given to specifying the role to be played or the 

task to be fulfilled;  some indications have been given as to which bodies 

might assume responsibility for these tasks,  but the initiative for under- 

taking such tasks should properly rest with concerned agencies themselves. 

1.1 Further insight  is urgently required on the strategies and 

techniques of entrepreneurial development  programmée for rural 

areas.    Many developing countries find that their industrial 

development policies are constrained by a lack of individuals 

with organizational and risk-taking abilities,  especially in 

rural areas,    further research is required in this area and 

guidelines should be issued to agencies and organizations 

concerned. 

1.2 There is a need for case studies of successful rural enterprises, 

especially those utilizing technologies more appropriate to the rural 

situation.    Such case studies might be collated into relevant product 

categories and published by UNIDO as part of its information service. 

Such "success" case studies should also be disseminated to groups, 

organisations and individuals engaged in rural development and used 

for seminars and discussion groups. 

1.3 Very little is known about the process of change and the 

initial cause or stimulus of change within industrial enterprises, 

sithsr at more sophisticated, more organized levels or els«    at 

the "pre-industrial" level which commonly emerges in more rural 

areas.    Uvsn less is known about the process of growth and transition 

from small production units to much larger, more specialised 

factories or from traditional artisan-type unite   into small, more 

modern factories.    The expert group identified several areas, such 

as simple building contracting, commercial/trading activities, 

services and transport, where rural enterprises tend to emerge 
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in the earlieat sta««» in mor« prosperous and progressive 

agricultural areas.   Much «ore need» to be known about the 
emergence and encouragement of weh pre-induetrial rural activitea. 

Sevoral suggestions ware made for experimentation and alternative 

approachea to the motivation and stimulation of Buch activitiea 

within rural qoamwnitiea.    íheae are aa follows: 

a) aaaiatance to national institutions or local 

organization with ongoing projects or developing new 

projects with a view to inveatigating the rola of 

i)        induatry aa "entry peint" to participatory and 
more eelfreliant rural development; 

ii;      induatry aa  intermediate étage or end; 
iii)   maaa technology/labour-intensive features, 

learning-by-doing featurea. 

b) aurveye by local organisât tona or rural development 

agencies to identify and redefine rural reaourcea, 

rural skills and rural technology with a view to 
deaigning appropriate rural  industria I i »at ion programmée. 

Such investigationa should facilitate the devising of new 
techniques of aaaisting the development of rural industries which 

are more appropriate to the rural situation. 

1.4     Kurther assistance is required from international agencie e 

in the followlngt 
(i>       the development of methodology and expertise in 

the formulation,   implementation and evaluation of 
industrial plane,   policiee and programme» consietent 
with overall rural development objectiva»; 

(ii) the mobilisation and organisation of decentraiised 
industrial services and institutions to »upport rural 
indus trisa; 

(iii)    the establishment of rural  industrial programme» 
and pro jacta on a pilot-demostration basi»; 

(iv)      the development and application of more appropriate 
training techniques for both officiale concerned with 
rural industrialization programmes and for entrepreneurs 
and employees of rural enterprises; 

(v)        the exchange of information, experience and expertise 
through seminar»,  study tour», workshop»,  training 
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courses, and other formt of consultation as 
an e lament of technical co-operation among 
developing countries and other interested 
parties. 

UWIDO*a ongoing and prospective programmes and projects could 

usefully be evaluated againBt the new criteria emerging from 

the deliberations of the expert group and reoriente!, 

restructured or refashioned in consultation with national 

governments and linked to programme development under UNDP, 

UNIDP and other euch sources of funding technical assistance. 

1.5 The difficulties of assessing existing or potential demand 

were thought to be a moat, important part of the marketing problems 

experienced by many developing countries.    Ihe situation was 

complicated by chiuig-as in der/wuid eithar spontaneous or imposed 

within rural and urban markets.    Further work needs to be done 

to increase understanding of such changea, especially for basic 

needs within rural economies which aro themselves developing under 

the stimulus of agricultural progress.    In addition substantial 

assistance is required to davelop much greater marketing 

capabilities within the industrial a«ctors of developing countries. 

1.6 It was felt that action research should be encouraged to 

help build sel f-rtiwi arment institutions and techniques for rural 

industrialisation projramfljes.   Areas for further investigation 

would includer   pre-cooperative or cooperative organisations, 

youth groups, women's groups, collectives, village dialogues and 

villagi   forums, villero fund, ;nd "charge agents". 
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